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Day 12: Radical Hippopotamus Strategy

Opener

1. a. Find a bunch of lattice points on the graph of y2 − 2x2 = 1. Eat a bunch of Crunch &
Munch? Or maybe Shakey’s
Bunch of Lunch? Just a
hunch.

b. Calculate (3 + 2
√

2)2.
c. Find more lattice points on the graph of y2 − 2x2 = 1.

Important Stu�

2. Calculate each of the following. Why do we always have
to calculate things that are
following?a. (7 + 3

√
5)(7 − 3

√
5)

b. 72 − 5 · 32

c. (7 + 3
√

5)2

d. (94 + 42
√

5)(94 − 42
√

5)

e. 942 − 5 · 422

3. a. (2 +
√

5)(2 −
√

5)

b. (2 +
√

5)2

c. (9 + 4
√

5)(9 − 4
√

5)

d. 92 − 5 · 42

e. (9 + 4
√

5)3

Calculate each of the preceding. Okay, yeah, that was weird.
Let’s never do that again.

4. a. Build a Box for a Numbers With Friends game tar-
geting

√
5.

b. Find four different solutions to y2 − 5x2 = 1 with
x,y > 0.

c. How can the ideas from Problem 3 be used to find
these solutions?

5. Time for fun with radicals! Find the continued fraction You can tell your Facebook
friends that working with
radicals was . . . rad. But
don’t, because it will fire
off some weird rocket ship
purple thing.

for
√

39.

6. Here is a Box for Numbers With Friends targeting
√

39.
And, you just found the continued fraction for

√
39!

Woo, time to play Numbers By Yourself!
a. Fill in the first row of the Box on the next page, then

the second row.
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b. For each convergent y
x

, calculate y2−39x2 and write Numbers By Yourself has
vastly grown in popularity.
It’s even inspired a Billy
Idol-sponsored game about
dancing.

it in the third row.
# of L # of R # of L # of R # of L
moves moves moves moves moves

6

0
1

1
0

Start L Start R L R L R L

y2 − 39x2 value

Neat Stu�

7. Without using any techmology, find two positive solu-
tions to y2 − 23x2 = 1 by first doing stuff with

√
23.

8. Pick some integers n that aren’t square numbers, and
look at each continued fraction for

√
n. I’m a lasagna hog.

a. Describe a formula for the first coefficient of the
continued fraction in terms of n.

b. What is the relationship between the first coeffi-
cient of the continued fraction and the last number
before the coefficients repeat?

c. Look carefully at the coefficients of the continued
fraction between the first and the last (before repeat).
What do you notice? Huh. Wow! Tacocat?? Go hang a salami!

9. Stephanie explores powers of 1 +
√

2 and 1 −
√

2.
a. Make a table of (1 +

√
2)n and (1 −

√
2)n for n = 0

through 5.
b. What is true about (1 −

√
2)n as n gets larger?

c. What is true about (1 +
√

2)n + (1 −
√

2)n all the
time? What’s a Tacocat’s favorite

Pokémon? Why of course
it’s Girafarig!d. Compare (1 +

√
2)n to the numerators of the con-

vergents to
√

2.

10. If one convergent to
√

2 is p
q

, find the next convergent
in terms of p and q.

11. Pick a different square root and explore Problems 9 and
10. What might you use instead of (1 +

√
2)?
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12. Matthew was inspired by Mia, who in Problem 18 on
Day 8, measured how good a fraction is at approximat-
ing its target. She multiplied the distance between the
fraction and target by its denominator. Matthew goes If squaring is only one step

further, does that mean
Mia’s method was golden?

one step further and multiplies the distance from the
target by the square of its denominator. If a fraction has
a denominator that is 10 times bigger, he says it needs
to be 100 times closer. Using Matthew’s measure, which
fractional approximations are considered the best? Ex-
periment with

√
5,
√

39,
√

7, and any others you’ve cal-
culated.

13. Jane likes periodic patterns so much that she writes Jane likes periodic patterns
so much . . . How much?
Jane likes periodic patterns
so much . . . How much?
Jane likes . . .

down a continued fraction expansion that’s purely pe-
riodic—the coefficients in the continued fraction repeat
and there aren’t any coefficients in front that aren’t part
of the repetition. Her example is

4 +
1

9 +
1

5 +
1

4 +
1

9 +
1

5 + · · ·
a. Determine what number Jane’s continued fraction

represents.
b. Josie decides to reverse the numbers in Jane’s frac-

tion so her coefficients are 5, 9, 4, 5, 9, 4, . . . . What
number does this represent?

c. Try your own examples of purely periodic contin- Hint: If two expressions of
the form a + b

√
n multiply

out in such a way that
the
√
n vanishes, then

one expression must be
a multiple of the conjugate
of the other.

ued fractions and figure out a relationship between
the numbers corresponding to the original and re-
versed continued fractions.

14. a. Use a calculator to find the continued fraction for√
94. Keep going until it repeats... or does it?

b. Compare with bit.ly/pcmisqrt94. What?! I say, WhatsApp with that!

15. Remember keeping track of those streaks in Numbers
With Friends? Say we encounter a streak of 100 move- Make sure you are playing

this game with close friends
before streaking.

ments of the left fraction during the game. At some
point during the 100 movements, the left fraction be-
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comes closer to the target number than the right num-
ber. Investigate when this happens during each streak
for different numbers, such as

√
41,π, e,π · e, . . . . Fun fact: it is unknown

whether π · e is rational
or irrational. Wait, that’s not
fun, that’s mostly just scary.Work through Problems 18–21 from Day 11 before proceeding

to Problems 16 through 18.

16. Use induction to prove that Bn always divides evenly
into d−(Tn−anBn)2, where

√
d is the continued fraction

we seek.

17. Prove that Tn andBn are always integers with 1 6 Bn 6 d

and 0 6 Tn 6
√
d, where

√
d is the continued fraction

we seek. What’s a Toyota dealer’s
favorite palindrome? “A
Toyota’s a Toyota.” Wait.
Was it a car or a cat I
saw? An old cat, one of
those senile felines. Ugh,
my aching head. And I’ve
just got one lonely Tylenol.

18. Prove that the continued fraction for
√
d for any posi-

tive integer d must repeat. You’ll need to make use of
the fact that (Tn,Bn) can only take on finitely many dif-
ferent values, and that Tn and Bn determine Tn+1 and
Bn+1.

19. Hey, this number is pretty interesting:

11933316181512171330203317121518161333911

Figure out what’s interesting about it. To help you out,
the number 30203 is also interesting. Yes, we find every number

interesting.

Tough Stu�

20. Determine the necessary condition for a real number to
have a purely periodic continued fraction. Prove your
result.

21. Small coefficients seem to be more frequent than large
coefficients in continued fraction expansions of real
numbers. Determine if there is a distribution that con- Happy bad e approximation

day, everyone! You know
what they say about e:
never odd or even.

tinued fraction coefficients satisfy and find it.

22. Find some lattice points in the coordinate plane that are
equidistant from the x-axis and the line y = x. Or really
close to it.
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